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We report calculations of the gauge-independent magnetically induced current densities in
[n]cycloparaphenylenes ([n]CP), n = 6-11. In addition to the neutral [n]CPs, the dianion of [6]CP
and the current densities of the correspondingmetal complexes Li2[6]CP andMg[6]CP are also inves-
tigated. By the ring current criterion, the [6]CPwith 4nπ electrons has a slight antiaromatic character,
while [7]CP has (4nþ 2) π electrons and is weakly aromatic with a ring current susceptibility strength
that is about 25% of the ring current of benzene. The larger neutral [n]CPs, n = 8-11, do not
sustain any net ring current around the nanohoop and are essentially nonaromatic. The weak
paramagnetic ring current susceptibility of [6]CP flows along a 4n π pathway on either edge of the
phenylene rings. For the dianions, the ring current susceptibility strengths are 24-35 nA/T
diatropic and thus the addition of two electrons induces an electron delocalization and an
aromatic character of the nanohoops. The dilithium complex of [6]CP with (4nþ 2) π electrons is
aromatic with a net ring current strength of 28 nA/T or 2.4 times the ring current strength of
benzene, involving all 62 π electrons in the current pathway. The 1H NMR chemical shieldings
and the nucleus-independent chemical shifts correlate with the strengths of the magnetically
induced currents. The aromatic [n]cycloparaphenylenes have a quinoid structure, whereas the
weakly aromatic or nonaromatic ones are benzoidic.

1. Introduction

Conjugated ring-shaped hydrocarbons with (4n þ 2)
π electrons are aromatic according to H€uckel’s rule,1-3

whereas the antiaromatic ones have a conjugation pathway
consisting of 4n π electrons.4 The electron delocalization in

ring-shaped molecules and the molecular aromaticity are
related5 and the ring-current pathways in multiring mole-
cules provide information about the extent of the elec-
tron delocalization.6 The connection between ring-current
strengths and 1HNMRchemical shieldings of aromatic com-
poundswas pointedoutmore than fifty years ago7 andadirect
correlation between these two entities has also been estab-
lished in multiring aromatic hydrocarbons.6 The relationship(1) H€uckel, E. Z. Phys. 1931, 70, 204–286.

(2) H€uckel, E. Grundz€uge der Theorie unges€attigter und aromatischer
Verbindungen; Verlag Chemie: Berlin, Germany, 1938.

(3) von Eggers Doering, W.; Detert, F. L. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1951, 73,
876–877.

(4) Breslow, R. Chem. Eng. News 1965, 43, 90–99.
(5) Chem. Rev. 2005, 105, 10.

(6) Taubert, S.; Jus�elius, J.; Sundholm, D.; Klopper, W.; Fliegl, H.
J. Phys. Chem. A 2008, 112, 13584–13592.

(7) Bernstein, H. J.; Schneider, W. G.; Pople, J. A. Proc. R. Soc. London,
Ser. A 1956, 256, 515–528.
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between 1H NMR chemical shieldings and cyclic delocaliza-
tion has been systematically demonstrated in a recent study.8

Bearing the multidimensionality of the concept of aromati-
city in mind,9 the ability to sustain a net current can be con-
sidered as a necessary, although not always as a sufficient,
criterion for aromaticity. A strong correlation between mag-
netically induced ring currents and aromatic or antiaromatic
character has been shown to also exist for all-boron toroids10

and for a series of cyclic hydrocarbons.11 By the magnetic
criterion for aromaticity, the ability to sustain a net diatropic
current indicates possible aromatic character, while a net
paratropic current is typical for antiaromatic molecules.
Molecules that do not sustain any net ring current are con-
sidered as nonaromatic.11

The [n]cycloparaphenylenes ([n]CP) are hoop-shaped mole-
cules made of 1,4-connected phenylene rings where the carbon
pπ orbitals are perpendicular to the phenylene rings and are
thus oriented toward the hoop’s center. These esthetically
appealing structures have unique physical properties, and
offer the possibility of creating novel supramolecular com-
plexes.12-14 The [n]CPs with five and six arene rings were
synthesized in 1993,15 whereas synthesis was attempted already
in 1934 by Parekh and Guha.16 The term nanohoops was
coined by Jasti and co-workers, who in 2008 synthesized
[9]CP, [12]CP, and [18]CP and studied their UV-vis spectra.17

The selective synthesis of [12]CP has subsequently been re-
ported in 2009 by Itami’s group.18 The strain energy of nano-
hoops of different size has been computed at the DFT level by
Segawa and co-workers.19 The large Stokes shifts observed for
the nanohoops have been suggested to arise from the confine-
ment of the excitons to the phenylene rings in the larger
[n]CPs.20,21 Extending the nanohoop concept to metals, silver
nanohoop-based materials with negative refraction index have
been proposed as metamaterials for optical security.22

We have recently shown that the bond length alternation
of the [n]CPs changes upon excitations.21 Since bond length
alternation has consequences for the ability to sustain a ring
current, it is of interest to map the current density pathways
in these molecules.

In this paper, we describe themagnetically induced current
susceptibility densities and the ring current susceptibility
strengths in the n= 6-11 [n]cycloparaphenylenes at the DFT
level. The unit for the current susceptibility is nA/T and the

results are thus independent of the magnetic field strength.
Below, the term “current susceptibility” is replaced by the
shorter “current”. An important aspect that we wish to add-
ress here concerns the aromatic/antiaromatic character of
[n]CPs as a function of ring size and the possible differences
in their electronic structures with respect to the odd/even
series. Dianions are also included in this study along with the
corresponding complexes with metal cations. To the best of
our knowledge, few theoretical studies have been devoted to
[n]CPs. Besides aDFTstudyon n=9,12, 18,17 Jagadeesh et al.
investigated [n]CPs, n=5, 6, using semiempirical, Hartree-
Fock, and DFT methods and predicted [5]CP possessing a
quinoid structure while [6]CP was suggested to have a ben-
zoid character.23

We have used the GIMIC method24 to investigate the ring
current strengths and ring current density distributions. The
GIMICmethod has previously been employed to determine the
current strengths and current pathways of complex organic
and inorganic species.6,10,11,24-30 It has proven to be a useful
tool for determining the degree of aromaticity of multiring
molecules because it explicitly provides the strength of the
magnetically induced current passing through selected che-
mical bonds and the strength of the currents circling around
molecular rings.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Molecular Structures. 2.1.1. The Neutral [n]CPs. The
optimized structures of the neutral nanohoops are shown in
Figure 1. In all the neutral [n]CPs, n= 6-11, the optimized
bond lengths of the corresponding bonds are equal within
less than 1 pm. The C-C bond bridging two phenylene rings
is 148 pm and the bonds in the phenylene rings are 139 and
141 pm, the shorter bonds being the ones at the upper and
lower edge. Thus, the studied [n]CPs can be considered to
mainly consist of benzenoid arene rings connected by single
bonds. The optimized bond lengths in benzene are 139.1 pm
at the same computational level.

The phenylene rings in the neutral nanohoops are in a
staggered arrangement: every second ring is tilted inward
and every second outward. The torsional angle between the
phenylene rings varies between 13� and 40�. In biphenyl, the
corresponding angle is 44.4�.31,32 The torsional angles of the
phenylene rings differ from the planar 180� by 7-15�.

Some of the [n]CPs with less than ten phenylene rings are
highly symmetric, while the increased flexibility of the largest
nanohoops yields a decreased symmetry. The symmetry

(8) Steinmann, S. N.; Jana, D. F.; Wu, J. I.-C.; Schleyer, P. v. R.; Mo, Y.;
Corminboeuf, C. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 9828–9833.

(9) Cyranski, M. K.; Krygowski, T. M.; Schleyer, P. v. R. J. Org. Chem.
2002, 67, 1333–1338.

(10) Johansson, M. P. J. Phys. Chem. C 2009, 113, 524–530.
(11) Fliegl, H.; Sundholm, D.; Taubert, S.; Jus�elius, J.; Klopper, W.

J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 8668–8676.
(12) Kawase, T.; Kurata, H. Chem. Rev. 2006, 106, 5250–5273.
(13) Tahara, K.; Tobe, Y. Chem. Rev. 2006, 106, 5274–5290.
(14) Gleiter, R.; Esser, B.; Kornmayer, S. C. Acc. Chem. Res. 2009,

1108–1116.
(15) Friedrich, R.; Nieger, M.; V€ogtle, F. Chem. Ber. 1993, 126,

1723–1732.
(16) Parekh, V. C.; Guha, P. C. J. Indian Chem. Soc. 1934, 11, 95–100.
(17) Jasti, R.; Bhattacharjee, J.; Neaton, J. B.; Bertozzi, C. R. J. Am.

Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 17646–17647.
(18) Takaba, H.; Omamoto, H.; Bouffard, J.; Itami, K. Angew. Chem.,

Int. Ed. 2009, 48, 6112–6116.
(19) Segawa, Y.; Omachi, H.; Itami, K. Org. Lett. 2010, 12, 2262–2265.
(20) Wong, B. M. J. Phys. Chem. C 2009, 113, 21921–21927.
(21) Sundholm, D.; Taubert, S.; Pichierri, F. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.

2010, 12, 2751–2757.
(22) Martı́nez, A.; Garcı́a-Meca, C.; Ortu~no, R.; Rodrı́guez-Fortu~no,

F. J.; Martı́, J. Appl. Phys. Lett. 2009, 94, 251106.

(23) Jagadeesh, M. N.; Makur, A. H.; Chandrasekhar, J. J. Mol. Model.
2000, 6, 226–233.

(24) Jus�elius, J.; Sundholm, D.; Gauss, J. J. Chem. Phys. 2004, 121, 3952–
3963.

(25) Johansson, M. P.; Jus�elius, J. Lett. Org. Chem. 2005, 2, 469–474.
(26) Johansson, M. P.; Jus�elius, J.; Sundholm, D. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.

2005, 44, 1843–1846.
(27) Lin, Y. C.; Jus�elius, J.; Sundholm, D.; Gauss, J. J. Chem. Phys. 2005,

122, 214308.
(28) Lin, Y. C.; Jus�elius, J.; Sundholm, D.; Cui, L. F.; Li, X.; Zhai, H. J.;

Wang, L. S. J. Phys. Chem. A 2006, 110, 4244–4250.
(29) Jus�elius, J.; Sundholm, D. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2008, 10, 6630–

6634.
(30) Taubert, S.; Sundholm, D.; Pichierri, F. J. Org. Chem. 2009, 74,

6495–6502.
(31) Allmenningen, A.; Fernholt, O. B. L.; Cyvin, B. N.; Syvin, S. J.;

Samdal, S. J. Mol. Struct. 1985, 128, 59–76.
(32) Johansson, M. P.; Olsen, J. J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2008, 4, 1460–

1471.
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point groups are the following: [6]CP, D3d; [7]CP, C2; [8]CP,
D4d; [9]CP, C2; [10]CP, Cs; and [11]CP, C1.

The nonplanarity of the phenylene rings is also decreased
as the nanohoop diameter increases. In [6]CP, the rings are

FIGURE 1. The neutral [n]CPs, n=6-11. Please note that the molecules have different diameters but they are plotted with the same size and
hence the atom balls appear larger for [6]CP and smaller for [11]CP. The figure is plotted with JMOL.33

FIGURE 2. The dianionic [n]CPs, n=6-11. Please note that themolecules have different diameters but they are plottedwith the same size and
hence the atom balls appear larger for [6]CP2- and smaller for [11]CP2-. The figure is plotted with JMOL.33
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bent by 16�, while the corresponding torsional angle in the
[9]CP is 8�. The [7]CP and [8]CP lie in between. In [10]CP and
[11]CP, the torsional angles vary among the phenylene rings
and are roughly 7-11�.

The staggering angle, or the torsional angle between two
adjacent phenylene rings, varies as well. In [6]CP and [8]CP
it is 29-30�, while the low-symmetry nanohoops display a
larger range of torsional angles between 13� and 40�. The
irregularity in the structure of [10]CP and [11]CP agrees with
the findings by Segawa et al., who observed a high flexibility
of the larger nanohoops and suggested that in [12]CP the
benzene rings would be able to rotate rather freely at room
temperature.19

2.1.2. The Dianions [n]CP2-.The dianionic nanohoops are
shown in Figure 2. All the dianions have a singlet ground
state. The dianions, [6]CP2- and [7]CP2-, possesses aD6h and
D7h symmetry, respectively. The phenylene rings are planar
and perpendicular with respect to the nanohoop plane, i.e.,
they are not tilted as in the neutral counterparts. The tor-
sional angle between the phenylene rings is practically zero.
The phenylene rings display a larger bond length alternation
than in the neutral nanohoops, with bond lengths of 143 and
138 pm in [6]CP2-. In [7]CP2-, the corresponding bonds are
2 pm shorter. The shortest bonds are the ones at the edges.
The bond length of the bridging C-Cbond is 145 pm in both
dianions, or 3 pm shorter than in the neutral nanohoops. The
dianionic [n]CPs thus have a quinoid structure, indicating a
promoted electron delocalization along the cycloparaphenyl-
ene ring. The dianions are structurally very similar to the
nanohoops in their first excited state.21

The dianions with eight and nine phenylene rings display
the same structural features as the smaller dianionic [n]CPs.
The point group symmetries of [8]CP2- and [9]CP2- areD4d

and C2, respectively, showing that these larger nanohoops
are not completely symmetrical, but adjacent benzene rings
are slightly staggered with torsional angles of about 9�. The
bridging C-C bond lengths of [8]CP2- are 145 pm, while the
phenylene bonds are 138 and 142 pm. In [9]CP2-, the
corresponding bond lengths are 148, 139, and 141 pm.

The structure of the dianion [10]CP2- is similar to that of
the neutral counterpart [10]CP.TheC-Cbond lengths of the
phenylene rings are 138-139 and 140 pm while the bridging
bonds are 148 pm. The corresponding bond lengths in
[11]CP2- are 138, 141-142, and 146 pm. Adding two elec-
trons does not result in a higher geometrical symmetry of the
largest nanohoops, but in [11]CP2- the shortened bridging
bond does indicate a larger electron delocalization as com-
pared to the neutral [11]CP.

Computationally it has to be kept in mind that the di-
anions should be stabilized by counterions in order to render
all orbital energies negative. The fact that the highest orbital
energies of the dianions are positive at the DFT level should,
however, not be a problem for the structural and magnetic
properties. The lack of counterions also enables separation
of the stabilization by the addition of two electrons and the
possible further stabilization by the bonding between the
positive counterions and the dianionic nanohoop.

The frontier orbitals of [6]CP shown in Figure 3 give quali-
tative support to the above arguments that the dianions have

a stronger electron delocalization than the neutral nano-
hoops. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
has a delocalized π character, whereas the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) appears localized to the arene
rings.

2.1.3. Li2[6]CP and Mg[6]CP. Two metal complexes of
[6]CPwere optimized to further probe the ring current effects
in the dianion.Mg[6]CP and the three investigated isomers of
Li2[6]CP are shown in Figure 4. Li2[6]CP is formally a
dianion of [6]CP hosting two Liþ cations. The complex is
elliptic with a D2h symmetry. The Liþ ions are situated 159
pm from the center of the closest phenylene ring, while the
Li 3 3 3Li distance is 534 pm. The bond lengths between the
carbon atoms in the nanohoop agreewith the bond lengths of
the empty [6]CP dianion within less than 1 pm. The diameter
of the single dianion is 833 pm, while the ellipsoidal lithium
complex has the conjugate and transverse diameters of 756
and 905 pm, respectively. The Li atoms can also bind to the
nanohoop from outside. Two hypothetical complexes were
optimized to probe the effect of changing the binding site of
the metals: In Li2[6]CP

0, the two lithium atoms are on the
outside of the nanohoop, at the same six-membered rings as
in the main complex Li2[6]CP, while in Li2[6]CP

00, the other
Li atom is situated on the outside and the other on the inside

FIGURE 3. The frontier orbitals of the neutral [6]CP. The highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO; left) is more localized than the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO; right), suggesting
that the π-orbitals of the dianions are delocalized.

FIGURE 4. The magnesium and the dilithium complexes of [6]CP:
Mg[6]CP and Li2[6]CP in the upper row and Li2[6]CP

0 and Li2-
[6]CP0 0 in the lower row. The figure is plotted with JMOL.33

(33) JMOL: an open-source Java viewer for chemical structures in 3D;
http://www.jmol.org.
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of the nanohoop. The Li2[6]CP
0 complex has a practically

circular nanohoop and the symmetry is D2h while Li2[6]CP
00

is slightly more elliptic with a C2v symmetry. The bond leng-
ths of the arene rings are 137-138 and 141-142 pm, while
the bridging bonds are 144-145 pm. These complexes ap-
pear more loosely bound than Li2[6]CP as the distance of the
outer Li ions to the closest arene ring center is 192 pm as
compared to 159 pm for the Li ion on the inside.

We also attempted to complexate magnesium with [6]CP
in order to investigate whether a divalent single atom can
stabilize the nanohoops in a similar way as the two mono-
valent lithium atoms do.A stationary point was found on the
potential energy surface when the magnesium atom is at the
center of the nanohoop. This is, however, a saddle point as
indicated by one imaginary frequency. The normal mode
corresponding to this frequency corresponds to the magne-
sium atom vibrating perpendicularly to the nanohoop
plane. Natural population analysis and inspection of the
molecular orbitals show no overlap between theMg and the
carbon atoms, and no electron transfer from the magne-
sium atom to the nanohoop. The bond lengths of the
nanohoop in the Mg[6]CP complex are as in the neutral

[6]CP, apart from the bridging C-C bonds being slightly
elongated to 149 pm.

2.2. Magnetically Induced Currents. 2.2.1. The Neutral

[n]CPs. The ring currents of the nanohoops are listed in
Table 1. In [6]CP, a delocalized current of almost -4 nA/T
circles around the nanohoop. In comparison, the ring cur-
rent in benzene is 11.5 nA/T at the same BP86/def2-TZVP
computational level. Thus, [6]CP is slightly antiaromatic by
the ring current criterion. Figure 5 shows the diamagnetic
and paramagnetic current densities in [6]CP. The para-
magnetic component of the current follows the edge of the
phenylene rings that is tilted toward the center of the
nanohoop, while themajority of the diamagnetic component
follows the edges that are tilted outward. The paramagnetic
current path around the nanohoop follows a 24 π electron
route, which by the H€uckel 4nþ 2 rule for aromaticity corres-
ponds to antiaromatic or nonaromatic character. The phenyl-
ene rings of [6]CP are nonaromatic and sustain no net current,
but they function as junctions splitting the current.

The [7]CP sustains a net diatropic current of about 3 nA/T.
This correlates with its 42 π electrons that imply a possible
aromaticity. Figure 6 shows that the current density distri-
bution of [7]CP is different from that of [6]CP. In [7]CP, there
are three local biphenylene-like moieties while the benzene
ring on the C2 axis has a slightly more localized ring current.

The net ring currents distributed along all the nanohoops
with 8-11 phenylene rings are composed of positive and
negative components of equal absolute magnitude. The net
ring current is thus zero and the nanohoops can be conside-
red as nonaromatic. The very small net current in [11]CPmay
partly be due to leakage from adjacent arenes since the
nanohoop structure is quite puckered. The calculated current

TABLE 1. TheMagnetically Induced Currents (in nA/T) in the [n]CPsa

molecule six-membered ring bridge

[6]CP 0.0 -5.5 -3.8
[7]CP 2.0 4.1 3.2
[8]CP 3.0 2.4 0.2
[9]CP 3.0 2.4 0.6
[10]CP 2.6 4.3 -0.4
[11]CP 5.0 3.9 1.0
[6]CP2- 14.3 14.2 28.5
[6]CP2- SCF 18.3 18.2 35.7
[6]CP2- MP2 16.6 16.6 32.3
[7]CP2- 15.3 15.6 31.5
[7]CP2- SCF 20.2 20.2 39.9
[7]CP2- MP2 17.8 17.8 34.8
[8]CP2- 16.9 17.7 35.0
[8]CP2- SCF 20.6 20.6 41.6
[8]CP2- MP2 20.4 21.4 41.5
[9]CP2- 18.1 16.8 35.3
[10]CP2- 14.6 8.1 24.1
[11]CP2- 16.6 18.7 34.7
Li2[6]CP 11.0 11.0 26.9
Li2[6]CP

0 13.8 13.8 27.5
Li2[6]CP

0 0 13.8 13.8 27.5
aThe dianions are indicated by the superscript “2-”. The currents

passing the two edges of the phenylene rings are listed in the middle
columns.All the current strengths are calculated at theBP86/def2-TZVP
level except for thosemarkedwith “MP2” or “SCF”, which are obtained
at the MP2/def2-SVP and at the SCF/def2-SVP levels, respectively.

FIGURE 5. The current density distribution in [6]CP. Left: The diamagnetic component is plotted in blue and the paramagnetic component is
red.Middle: The diamagnetic component follows the outer edges of the phenylene rings. Right: The paramagnetic component follows the edges
tilted inward. The figure is plotted with JMOL.33

FIGURE 6. The current density distribution in [7]CP. The diamag-
netic component is plotted in blue and the paramagnetic component
is red. Left: The neutral [7]CP. Right: The dianionic [7]CP2-. The
figure is plotted with JMOL.33
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can also be expected to be somewhat divergent because gauge
invariance and charge conservation are obtained only in the
limit of complete basis sets.24,34

There is a positive net current of the magnitude 2-5 nA/T
in the phenylene rings of the nanohoops with n=7-11. The
phenylene rings aremost planar in [11]CP, which can explain
the improved electron delocalization in the phenylene moi-
eties of the larger rings. Previously it was shown that benzene
rings fused to antiaromatic molecules sustain a net current
while the benzene rings fused to overall aromatic molecules
only split the current which is delocalized over the whole
molecule.6

2.2.2. The Dianions [n]CP2-. The ring current in the
dianion [6]CP2- is strongly diatropic with a net current of
28.5 nA/T. At the MP2/def2-SVP level, the current strength
is somewhat larger at 32.3 nA/T while 35.7 nA/T is obtained
at the SCF level. This corresponds very well with the H€uckel
aromaticity of this 38 π electron molecule. The current cri-
terion for aromaticity correlates well with the observed bond
length equalization of the bridging CdC bonds with respect
to the conjugated bonds in the phenylene rings. At the same
time, however, the bond lengths of the phenylene rings have
becomemore alternatedwith respect to the neutral [6]CP and
it is shown that no definitive quantitative conclusions upon
the ring currents should be made solely on the basis of bond
length alternations.

The dianion [7]CP2- has 72 π electrons, which is expected
to correspond to anti- or nonaromaticity. The reduced bond
length alternation with respect to the neutral [7]CP points to
electron delocalization. The induced ring current suscept-
ibility strength of 32 nA/T at the DFT level and 34.8 nA/T at
the MP2 level is, however, strongly diatropic. At the SCF
level, the current susceptibility strength is 39.9 nA/T. Thus,
the ring current seems to agree with the geometrical char-
acteristics upon the aromaticity of this 4n π electron system
apparently violating the H€uckel rule. Adding 2 phenylene
rings or 12 π electrons yielding [9]CP2- will maintain the 4n
electron count, but still the current susceptibility of 35 nA/T
is diatropic.

There is strong diatropic current flowing along [8]CP2-.
The current susceptibility strength is 35 nA/T or about 6.5
nA/T stronger than in [6]CP. At the MP2 level the current
strength is 41.5 nA/T and at the SCF level it is 41.6 nA/T.

Somewhat surprisingly, also [10]CP2- sustains delocalized
diatropic current although structurally a benzenoid character
would have been expected. The net current of 24 nA/T is not
divided equally along the branches at each phenylene ring,
but a somewhat larger component flows along the outer
edge. The other dianionic nanohoopswith eight ormore phe-
nylene rings have a current susceptibility strength of about
35 nA/T and possess a similar structural stabilization, while
[10]CP2- forms an exception regarding both the struc-
ture and the ring current. The largest dianionic nanohoop
[11]CP2- does display a slightly smaller bond length alter-
nation and smaller staggering angles between the phenylene
rings as compared to the neutral [11]CP, and consequently
the ring current is equally divided along the edges of the
phenylene rings.

The odd-n dianions seem to violate the H€uckel (4nþ 2)
rule, since they all have a total of 4n π electrons. This can be
explained in a hand-waving fashion by considering the elec-
tron delocalization paths along the nanorings as following
either of the phenylene ring edges. Then every nanohoop
would have two superimposed ring current delocalization
pathways with 4n electrons each. Adding two electrons will
thus give (4n þ 2) π-electron systems.

In practice, small aromatic dianions have very short
lifetimes.35 The instability of polycyclic dianions can be over-
come by introducing positively charged counterions such as
lithium or sodium.36 The effect of the counterions on the ring
currents of the nanohoops is discussed below.

2.2.3. Li2[6]CP andMg[6]CP. The complex Li2[6]CP has a
similar bond length alternation and symmetrical structure
with the phenylene rings perpendicular to the nanohoop
plane, as the dianion of [6]CP. The aromatic character can
thus be expected to be similar, although hasty conclusions
about the ring currents should be avoided. The current
density in the lithium complexated nanohoop is dominated
by a strong diamagnetic component, yielding a net current of
28 nA/T. The arene rings split the current pathway equally,
as expected from their symmetrical alignment along the
nanohoop. The similarity in the current density distributions
of the dianion [6]CP2- and the Li2[6]CP complex is striking,
as seen in Figure 7. The Li2[6]CP

0 and Li2[6]CP
00 complexes

with either or both of the lithium ions outside the nanohoop

FIGURE 7. The current density distribution in the dianion (left), the dilithium complex (middle), and themagnesium complex (right) of [6]CP.
The diamagnetic component is plotted in blue and the paramagnetic component is red. The figure is plotted with JMOL.33

(34) Epstein, S. T. J. Chem. Phys. 1973, 58, 1592–1595.

(35) Sommerfeld, T. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2002, 124, 1119–1124.
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sustain ring currents of the same strength as the internal
complex Li2[6]CP. This further supports the view that the
lithiums only function as counterions stabilizing the dianio-
nic nanohoop but they do not affect the magnetically in-
duced currents.

Whereas the dilithium complex of [6]CP resembles the
dianion, the magnesium complexMg[6]CP features the same
topology of the molecular structure and the current distribu-
tion as the corresponding neutral nanohoop. The current
susceptibility strengths are also the same in Mg[6]CP and in
neutral [6]CP. Since Mg[6]CP represents a saddle point, we
do not consider it further here.

2.3. The 1H NMR Chemical Shieldings and Nucleus-

Independent Chemical Shifts. The 1H NMR chemical shield-
ings of one certain proton in hydrocarbon nanorings are very
sensitive to the global ring current.6 In the nanohoops, the 1H
chemical shieldings show a correlation with the global ring
current, although the picture here is not very straight-
forward. In the dianion and the dilithium complex, the 1H
chemical shieldings are indeed typically “aromatic”. In the
dianion [6]CP2-, the proton shieldings are 27.8 and 28.0 ppm
while in the Li2[6]CP they are between 26.8 and 27.7 ppm.
The 1H NMR chemical shielding for benzene is 24.3 ppm at
the same computational level. In the slightly paramagnetic
and nonaromatic nanohoops, i.e., the neutral [n]CPs, the 1H
NMR chemical shieldings are distributed between 23.4 and
24.1 ppm. The [6]CP does not stand out with respect to the
other neutral nanohoops, although it sustains a stronger
paramagnetic current. In the larger dianions the 1H NMR
chemical shieldings are between 24 and 30 ppm, the range
being larger in the largest dianionic nanohoops. This indi-
cates that the ring current is not the only aspect affecting the
NMR chemical shieldings of the protons in multiring mole-
cules, although it is a major effect when the current is strong.
It is not straightforward to deduce the strength of the
paratropic or diatropic currents in thesemolecules only from
the proton NMR chemical shieldings.

The nucleus-independent chemical shifts were calculated
at the center of the nanohoop, denoted as NICS(c) below, as
well as at the center of one of the phenylene rings. At the
phenylene rings, the NICS(0) was computed in the ring
plane, NICS(1) was computed at 1.0 Å perpendicular dis-
tance from the ring outside the nanohoop andNICS(-1)was
similarly computed 1.0 Å inside the nanohoop. For the
neutral nanohoops the NICS(c) values are between -2.5
and -1.1 ppm, being largest for [6]CP and decreasing with
the diameter of the nanohoop. At the phenylene ring of the
neutral nanohoops, NICS(0) is between -6 and -7 ppm.
NICS(1) and NICS(-1) are roughly of the same magnitude
and range between-7 and-14 ppm, beingmore negative for
the larger nanohoops. The paratropic character of [6]CP is
not described by any of the NICS indices, since a positive
NICS value would be expected for antiaromatic systems.

For the dianions, theNICS(c) values are strongly negative,
reflecting the pronounced diatropic character. The NICS(c)
values range from-15 to-8 ppm, generally decreasing with
increasing diameter, as also observed for the neutral nano-
hoops. The decrease of the NICS(c) values can be explained
by the increasing distance from the probe at the center of
the nanohoop to the current path. A similar trend has also
been observed previously for antiaromatic molecules.29 The
NICS(-1) values for the phenylene rings of the dianions

correlate most clearly with the calculated ring current
strengths although the correlation is not completely quanti-
tative.NICS(1), andNICS(0) show rather an inverse correla-
tion with the current strength. The deviation of [10]CP2-

from the general ring current trend is qualitatively also
captured by the NICS values, except for NICS(0), which
shows somewhat more arbitrariness.

3. Conclusions

The magnetically induced currents in the [n]cyclopara-
phenylenes with n = 6-11 phenylene moieties, as well as in
the dianion and the magnesium and dilithium complexes
of [6]CP, were computed with the aid of DFT at the BP86/
def2-TZVP level (Table 2). The induced current strengths
and the current density distributions were determined and
the aromatic character of the studied compounds was dis-
cussed based on these. The bond length alternation and the
1HNMRchemical shieldingswere furthermore related to the
aromatic or antiaromatic character of the molecules.

Although the phenylene moieties in the neutral [n]CPs
have equalized bond lengths, the [8]CP-[11]CPs are found to
be nonaromatic with zero net ring currents. [6]CP with 4n π
electrons is slightly antiaromatic with a ring current of -4
nA/T, whereas [7]CP with (4nþ2) π electrons along the
conjugation path is slightly aromatic with a current strength
that is about 30% of the ring current strength in benzene.
Thus, the ring current picture stands in contrast with earlier
results indicating that [6]CP has a benzoid character.23 The
phenylene rings of the [n]CPs with eight or more phenylene
rings sustain local ring currents of 2-5 nA/T. This correlates
well with the observation that the excitation energies of the
larger [n]CPs are independent of the ring size. This pheno-
menon was ascribed to localization of the excitons to the
phenylene rings.20,21

The dianion [6]CP2- and the dilithium complex formally
described as [Li2]

2þ[[6]CP]2- sustain a strong diatropic cur-
rent of 28.5 nA/T and are aromatic. The divalent magnesium
atomdoes not stabilize the [6]CPmolecule in the sameway as
two monovalent lithium atoms, and the Mg[6]CP complex
appears unbound.

TABLE 2. Current Strengths (J in nA/T), 1H NMR Shielding Ranges

(σ in ppm), and NICS Values (in ppm)a

molecule J σ(1H) NICS(0) NICS(1) NICS(-1) NICS(c)

[6]CP -3.8 23.7 -6.9 -8.6 -8.9 -2.1
[7]CP 3.2 23.3-23.9 -5.8 -7.2 -8.1 -1.9
[8]CP 0.2 23.6-24.1 -7.0 -9.5 -10.1 -2.0
[9]CP 0.6 23.5-24.2 -6.3 -7.6 -9.0 -1.6
[10]CP -0.4 23.6-24.1 -6.8 -9.2 -10.4 -1.4
[11]CP 1.0 23.4-24.1 -0.0 -14.0 -13.4 -1.1
[6]CP2- 28.5 25.8-28.0 -10.4 -4.4 -21.6 -16.2
[7]CP2- 31.5 27.6-28.2 -9.4 -3.9 -22.3 -15.1
[8]CP2- 35.0 27.2-29.6 -9.1 -3.8 -22.2 -13.6
[9]CP2- 35.3 26.5-30.1 -8.4 -3.4 -21.7 -12.2
[10]CP2- 24.1 23.2-29.8 -6.1 -7.2 -17.1 -7.8
[11]CP2- 34.7 25.1-29.7 -7.8 -4.1 -20.8 -10.0

aCurrent strengths and 1H NMR shieldings are calculated at the
BP86/def2-TZVP level while NICS values are obtained at the BP86/
def2-SVP level. The current strength is computed across the bridging
bonds between arene rings. NICS(0) is computed at the center of a
benzene ring, NICS(1) at a position 1 Å perpendicularly outside the
benzene ring, and NICS(-1) 1 Å from the benzene ring on the inside of
the nanohoop. NICS(c) is computed at the center of the nanohoop.
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All the dianions of the investigated nanohoopswith up to 9
arene rings possess a higher structural symmetry than the
corresponding neutral molecules. The increased current
delocalization correlates with structural stabilization, as is
indicative for an aromatic system. This stabilization resem-
bles the one typical for endohedral metallofullerenes and
might be utilized in the design of novel supramolecular
complexes. The current strengths are 10-18% stronger at
theMP2 level as compared toDFT,while SCFyields 0-15%
stronger currents than MP2.

The 1H NMR chemical shieldings and the nucleus-inde-
pendent chemical shifts of the nanohoops qualitatively re-
flect their aromatic character. The NICS values do not
correlate quantitatively with the magnetically induced ring
current susceptibilities. The bond length alternation between
the conjugated bonds in the phenylene rings and the bridging
C-C bonds between the rings is indicative for the electron
delocalization along the nanohoop. The quinoidic character of
the dianions correlates with a delocalized current density
distribution. In the neutral [n]CPs, the arene rings have benzen-
oid character and only a weak or no net current density is
distributed along thenanohoop. In somecases a significant ring
current can be observed although the stabilization is not seen in
the structure, as demonstrated by the dianion [10]CP2-.

There is no clear odd-even trend in the aromaticity of the
[n]CPs, with regard to the amount of phenylene rings, as
judged by ring currents, 1H NMR chemical shieldings, and
bond length alternations. There is a clear connection be-
tween highly symmetrical quinoidic structures, increased
electron delocalization, and the strength of the induced
current susceptibility.

4. Computational Methods

The molecular structures of the [n]CPs were preoptimized at
the density functional theory level with Becke’s three-parameter
functional37 with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional38

(B3LYP) in combination with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. Fre-
quency calculations were performed for the optimized geo-
metries to check whether they correspond to energy minima on the
potential energy surface. The calculations were performed with

Gaussian 03.39 The molecular structures were further optimized
with the BP86 functional40,41 utilizing triple-ζ quality basis sets
augmented with polarization functions (def2-TZVP).42 The
nuclear magnetic shieldings were calculated at the same level
of theory. The nucleus-independent chemical shifts (NICS)43

were calculated at the BP86/def2-SVP level.42 The latter geo-
metry optimizations and shielding calculations were performed
with TURBOMOLE.44 The current densities were obtained with
GIMIC, which is an independent programusing the perturbed and
unperturbed density matrices from the nuclear magnetic shield-
ing calculations.24 The GIMIC program is freely available on
request from the authors. Since DFT is known to in some cases
overestimate delocalization effects in conjugated systems,45 the
NMR chemical shieldings and the magnetically induced current
densities were also calculated at the SCF and MP2 levels by
using the def2-SVP basis set for the dianionic [n]CPs with 6, 7,
and 8 phenylene rings.

In the GIMIC method, the strength of the magnetically induced
current susceptibility circling around the molecules is obtained
by numerical integration of the current density. In the calcula-
tions, the magnetic field is directed along the z-axis directed
perpendicularly to the [n]cycloparaphenylene ring.
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